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ABSTRACT 
The first Gröbner basis algorithm was constructed by Buchberger in 1965; thus it bears his name to this day – Buchberger’s 
algorithm.[9] Though Buchberger’s algorithm looks relatively simple, it can take a very large amount of time. The step that 
creates 0h  via a normal form calculation is computationally very difficult. This is particularly frustrating (and wasteful) if the 
normal form calculation results in 00 h  because all that computation ends up adding nothing to the Gröbner basis ( 0h  is 
only added if it is non-zero). It would be nice if there were some way to ”see ahead” and eliminate critical pairs whose S-
polynomials top-reduce to 0 rather than actually computing the normal form of those S-polynomials and getting 0.The person 
who find this method is Faugère. 
In 2002, J.C. Faugère published an algorithm called F5 in [3]. This algorithm has been shown in empirical tests to be the 
fastest Gröbner-basis-generating algorithm devised. But this original version of F5 is given in programming codes, so it is a bit 
difficult to understand. So By Yao Sun and Dingkang Wang, the F5 algorithm is simplified as F5B in a Buchberger’s style 
such that it is easy to understand and implement in 2010.[10] And in 2008 Justin Gash supposed F5t that is the advance of F5 
in [6], in 1999 J.C. Faugere supposed F4 in [2], so many algorithms to construct Grobner bases suggested. 
But with this, it is the important problem to construct an efficient algorithm which can be done F5-reduction more quickly, too. 
In this paper, we suggest a new efficient algorithm in order to compute S-polynomial reduction rapidly in the known algorithm 
for computing Gröbner bases, and compare the complexity with others. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
First we introduce some algorithms for computing Gröbner basis. 
Let F be a finite subset of ][XK , then we can compute Gröbner basis G  in ][XK  such that 
  )(, FIdGIdGF   as follows. 
1.1 Buchberger algorithm[1,2,4,6,8,9] 
Given: F = a finite subset of ][XK  
Find: G = a Gröbner basis in ][XK  with GF   and   )(FIdGId   
FG:Begin  
},,|},{{ jijiji ggGggggB   
doWhile B   
select },{ 21 gg  from B  
}},{{\ 21 ggBB  
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),( 21 ggspolh  
0h some normal form of h  modulo G  
thenIf 00 h  
}|},{{ 0 GghgBB    
}{ 0hGG   
i fEnd  
 whileEnd  
End 
This algorithm takes a very large amount of time to reduce S-polynomial to 0.  
To avoid this, many algorithms have been presented. F5B algorithm presented recently in [10] is one of 
the most efficient algorithms. 
1.2 F5B algorithm [2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 11] 
Input: miXKf i ,1],[   
Output: The Gröbner basis G  of ),,( 1 mff Id  
Begin: 
mifeF iii ,1),,(:   
},1|{: miFB i   
{:CP }1|],[ mjiFF ji   
doWhile CP   
:cp  an element of CP  
}{\: cpCPCP   
I f ( cp  meets neither Syzygy Criterion nor Rewritten Criterion) then 
:sp  S-polynomial of cp  
:P the reduction result of sp  by B  
thenIf 0)( Ppoly   
}|],{[: BQQPCPCP    
i fEnd  
}{: PBB    
i fEnd  
whileEnd  
)({Re Qpolyturn }| BQ  
End 
The following is a subalgorithm of F5B algorithm to obtain the reduction result by B  
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1.3 Reduction algorithm[3, 5, 6, 10, 11] 
Input: a set of signed polynomials Todowhich need to be reduced, a set of signed polynomials B  
Output: a set of signed polynomialsDone  in normal form by the set B . 
:Begin  
:Done  
doWhile Todo  
:F the signed polynomial with minimal signature in set Todo  
}{\: FTodoTodo    
 5:)','( FTodoDone reduction ),,( TodoBF   
': DoneDoneDone   
': TodoTodoTodo   
Donereturn  
whileEnd  
End 
The following is F5-reduction algorithm of above algorithm. 
1.4 F5-reduction algorithm[10] 
Input: a signed polynomial F , a set of signed polynomials B  
output: a 2-tuple ),( TodoDone  
:Begin   
:G a signed polynomial in B  such that 
(1) )(|)( FHTGHT  and denote 
)(
)(
:
GHM
FHM
v   
(2) signature )()( GvsignFsign   
(3) Gv   is not divisible by B , and 
(4) Gv   is not rewritable by B  
If  such G does not exist then  
)},({ Freturn  
Else 
}){,( vGF return  
i f End  
End 
So we put the research results of previous papers together, and then we will obtain the following 
conclusion conclusion: by this time, the research has been done which find the S-polynomials that can be 
reduced to 0 by using Syzygy Criterion and Rewrittern Criterion. Especially in F5B algorithm it is the 
important problem to construct an efficient algorithm which can be done F5-reduction more quickly. 
In this paper we will establish the following problem such as: 
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First: we are going to suggest an efficient algorithm which can be done S-polynomial reduction quickly 
in the algorithms for computing Gröbner basis presented by this time. 
Second: we are going to compare the complexity of the suggested algorithm and the previous algorithms 
for computing Gröbner basis. 
 
2. AN ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING GRÖBNER BASIS 
In this section we focus our attention on making a pair-selection-method newly, and by using it 
constructing an algorithm for Gröbner basis updated the reduction sub-algorithm of F5B algorithm. 
Let polynomial h  need to be reduced by a set of polynomials G . Here  
GXbXbXbf
XaXaXah
q
p
f
q
ff
h
p
hh




21
21
21
21 ,
. 
When h  is reduced by f , if 
1
1
f
h
X
X
u   then one reduction step of h  by f  is  
qp
q
p
f
q
fh
p
h
f
q
ff
h
p
hh
uXb
b
a
uXb
b
a
XaXa
XubXubXub
b
a
XaXaXauf
b
a
h
1
1
2
1
1
2
21
1
1
21
1
1
22
21
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)(
)(






 
In every reduction step, the deg of )(hHT  becomes lower as fast as possible, h  will be reduced through 
the most rapidly reduction step. 
If 'hufh   then },max{)'( 22
fh
uXXhHT  , as the deg of 2fuX  becomes lower, h  is reduced faster. 
There are two cases with 2
h
X and 2fuX . 
Case1: 22 fh uXX   
In this case 2)'(
h
XhHT  , so in the next reduction step 2hX is removed. And then let 2fuX  
become a head term through the many reduction steps. From this, as the deg of 2fuX  is low, it is reduced 
faster. 
Case2: 22 fh uXX   
In this case 2)'(
f
uXhHT  , as the deg of 2fuX  is low, it is reduced faster. So we can know that 
the deg of 2fuX is as low as possible to be reduced rapidly. So let polynomial 
ph
p
hh
XaXaXah  21 21  need to be reduced by a set G . If h  is reduced by kf satisfying the 
following conditions, then S-polynomial reduction has been done more quickly than F5B algorithm. 
}{min)2(
)(
)(
)1(
),1(
22
2
2
1
1
i
i
k
k
k
k
i
i
i
i
i
ii
XuXu
T
fHT
hHT
u
GmiXbXbXbf q
q





 
Upon this we will construct the algorithm for computing Gröbner basis as following. 
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2.1 S-polynomial reduction algorithm 
Input: a signed polynomial ][XKsp , a set of signed polynomials },,{ 1 mFFB   
Output: a signed polynomial 0sp  such that 0
*
spsp
B
  
Begin: 
);(: sppolyh    
),1)((: miFpolyf ii    
},,{: 1 mffG    
:if an element of G   
)(:1 ii fHMt   
:2it max( )}({\)( ii fHTfT ) 
1:k  
doWhile 0k  
 :k reduction sequence algorithm ),( Gh  
thenif 0k  
spreturn  
else   
)(
)(
:
kfHT
hHT
u   
  kFuspsp :  
  )(: sppolyh   
 i fEnd  
whileEnd  
spReturn  
Following is the reduction sequence algorithm of above algorithm. 
2.2 Reduction sequence algorithm ),( Gh  
Input: polynomial },,{],[ 1 mffGXKh   
Output: index k  of kf which is chosen to reduce h  rapidly 
Begin: 
);(2,01 hHTtemptemp   
||1 Gi to For   
thenIf )(|)( hHTfHT i  
)(
)(
:
ifHT
hHT
u   
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  thenIf 22 temptu i    
22 itutemp   
itemp 1  
i f End  
i f End  
for End  
1tempReturn   
2.3 Correctness of algorithm  
The algorithm can stop when it doesn’t satisfy the condition of the while-loop. In other words CP . 
The density of B isn’t over the number of all terms as possible at most. So after that the density of 
B doesn’t increase any more and on the contrary the density of CP decrease continuously. So algorithm 
stops exactly. 
When algorithm stops, let a set of signed polynomials be B . Then we know that S-polynomial reduction 
0)),,(( BGFspol  for arbitrary signed polynomial BGF ,  from S-polynomial reduction algorithm. So 
the set of polynomials }|)({ BQQpoly   becomes a Gröbner basis of ][),,( 1 XKff m Id . 
 
3. COMPLEXITY COMPARITION AND EVALUATION 
In this section we compare the complexities of Buchberger algorithm, F5B algorithm and the algorithm 
that we suggest. The complexity evaluation is done following the algorithm.[7] 
 
Input of algorithm: ],,[},,{ 11 nm XXKffF    
Output of algorithm: Gröbner basis G  of ),,( 1 mff Id  
Compiexity evaluation measure: an operation in the ground field is counted as one step. 
Goal: Calculation the number of steps [9] 
:),|deg(max: HHhhD ii  a set of occuring polynomials during the computation 
)deg(min2)1)deg(max8( FFD   [9] 
 
Here )deg(max F  means maximum in the degs of polynomials of F , )deg(min F  means minimum. 
The number of terms of n-variables, D-degree polynomial f is  
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3.1 Complexity of Buchberger algorithm 
 
Proposition 1. The complexity of Buchberger algorithm is 
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
 
Proof: 
:Begin  
},,{: 1 mffG   
}},{,},,{{: 121 mm ggggB     
doWhile B  
Lets begin our discussion by focusing our attention to )1( i th loop. 
- select }, ba gg{  from iB  
- },{\: baii ggBB    
- The complexity of “ ),( ba ggspolh   ”  
  The complexity of finding the head term )( aa gHTt   in ),( nDN  terms of ag  is 
),(2 nDNn  . 
  The complexity of finding the head term )( bb gHTt   in ),( nDN  terms of bg  is 
),(2 nDNn  . 
  The complexity of computing tttlcm ba ),(  is n . 
  The complexity of computing as  such as aatst   is n . 
  The complexity of computing bs  such as bbtst   is n . 
  The complexity of computing bbaaabba gscgscggspol ),(  is 
2),(),()32( nDNnnDNn  . 
  The complexity of computing aab gsc  is ),()1( nDNn  . 
  The complexity of computing bba gsc  is ),()1( nDNn  . 
  The complexity of computing bbaaab gscgsc   is ),(),(
2 nDNnDNn  . 
 So the complexity of computing ),( ba ggspolh   is  
nnDNnnDNn 3),()36(),( 2                                    (1) 
- The complexity of computing 0
*
hh
G
  
  The complexity of computing )(gHT  for any g  in iG  is ||),(2 iGnDNn    
  The complexity of computing )(hHT  is ),(2 nDNn    
  The complexity of computing g  such as )(|)( hHTgHT  in iG  is || iGn . 
  The complexity of computing 
1k
v  such as )()(
11 kk
gHTvhHT   is n . 
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  The complexity of computing 111
1
)(
)(
hgv
gHC
hHC
hh kk
k
G
  is 
1),()2(),( 2  nDNnnDNn   
  The complexity of computing 
11
1
)(
)(
kk
k
gv
gHC
hHC
 is ),()1(1 nDNn  . 
  The complexity of computing 
11
1
)(
)(
kk
k
gv
gHC
hHC
h  is ),(),( 2 nDNnDNn  . 
  
So the complexity of computing 0
*
hh
G
  is  
),()1(),()23(||)),(),(2(),(
)1),()23(||)),(2(),((),(
223
2
nDNnnDNnGnDNnnDNnnDNn
nnDNnGnnDNnnDNnnDN
i
i


                 (2) 
- The complexity of computing “ then  If 00 h ” is 1.                                                      (3) 
 }|},{{ 01 iii GghgBB     
 }{ 01 hGG ii    
i fEnd  
So the complexity of computing ( 1i )th loop is 
13),()47(),()24(
||)),(),(2(),()3()2()1(
2
23


nnDNnnDNn
GnDNnnDNnnDNnT ii
 
whileEnd  
So all complexity is 


W
i
iTT
1
. 
Here W  is the number of while-loop of algorithm. 
End. 
 
Now let’s compute || iG  and W . 
mG || 0 , 
2
)1(
2
|| 0








mmm
B and the number of while-loop is ||)),(( ),( mnDNBmnDNW  . 
For i , such as ||)),((1 ),( mnDNBmnDNi  , we will go through in two cases as following. 
Case1: mnDNi  ),(1  
imGi ||  
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

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0
imBGBB
mm
B
iiii
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Let 


0
)(
i
i
i xBxA . 
Let’s multiply both sides by ix  and sum up both sides. 
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So the complexity of Buchberger algorithm is 
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This completes the proof. □ 
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3.2 Complexity of F5B algorithm 
 
Proposition 2. The complexity of F5B algorithm is  


2223
3245
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3
2
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16
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3
3
10
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11
(),()
3
2
3
14
(),(
3
2
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2
7
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2
11
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2
11
3
8
6
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3
2
3
2
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
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Proof: 
:Begin  
- ),(,,1 iii feFmi    
- },,{ 10 mFFB    
- }1|],{[:0 mjiFFCP ji   
( ]},[,],,{[ 1210 mm FFFFCP   ) 
 The complexity of computing ],,,[],[ jiji FvFuFF   is nnDNn 3),(4  . 
  The complexity of computing is ))(( ii FpolyHTt   is ),(2 nDNn  . 
  The complexity of computing is ))(( jj FpolyHTt   is ),(2 nDNn  . 
  The complexity of computing tttlcm ji ),(  is n . 
  The complexity of computing u  such as iutt   is n . 
  The complexity of computing v  such as jvtt   is n . 
So the complexity of computing 0CP  is  
)3),(4(
2
)1(
nnDNn
mm


                                                       (4) 
- doWhile iCP  
Let’s begin our discussion by focusing our attention to i th loop. 
- 1 iCPcp  
- }{\1 cpCPCP ii   
- cpIf  meets neither Syzygy Criterion nor Rewritten Criterion, 
then 
 cp  meets Syzygy Criterion? 
),,,( GvFucp    
 uF is divisible?  
The complexity of computing )(FSu   is n  
The complexity of computing )(gHT  is ),(2 nDNn  . 
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The complexity of computing )(|)( FSugHT   is n . 
The complexity of computing ji   is 1 
So for any g  in 1iB , the complexity is ||)1),(2( 1 iBnnDNn . 
The complexity of computing “uF is divisible?” is nBnnDNn i   ||)1),(2( 1 . 
 The complexity of computing “ :vG is divisible?” is nBnnDNn i   ||)1),(2( 1 . 
 So the complexity of computing “ :cp  meets Syzygy Criterion?” is 
)||)1),(2((2 1 nBnnDNn i   . 
 cp  meets Rewritten Criterion? 
 uF  is rewritable? 
The complexity of computing )(FSu   is n . 
The complexity of computing )(|)( FSuGS   for G  in G is n . 
The complexity of computing “G  is generated later than F ?” is 1. 
So for any g  in 1iB , the complexity is ||)1( 1 iBn . 
So the complexity of computing “ uF  is rewritable?” is ||)1( 1 iBnn . 
 The complexity of computing “ vG  is rewritable?” is ||)1( 1 iBnn . 
The complexity of computing “ cp  meets Rewritten Criterion?” is |)|)1((2 1 iBnn . 
So the complexity of computing “if-condition satisfy? ” is 
nBnnDNnnBnnDNn
BnnnBnnDNn
ii
ii
4||)44),(4()2||)22),(2((2
|)|)1((2)||)1),(2((2
11
11




       (5) 
then  
 sp S-polynomial of cp  
)),(,),,(,(),,,( gevfeuGvFucp ji   
))(,)(())(,)(()()()( vgfHCvefHCufgHCuegHCvGfHCuFgHCcpspol ji    
 ),()1()1(:))(,)(()( nDNnmnufgHCuegHCuFgHC i   
 ),()1()1(:))(,)(()( nDNnmnvgfHCvefHCvGfHC j   
 
),(),(
)),(),((:))(,)(())(,)((
)()(
2
2
nDNnDNn
mnDNnDNnvgfHvefHCufgHCuegHC
vGfHCuFgHCsp
ji



 
The complexity of computing sp  is  
mn
nDNmnnDNnmnnDNnDNn
mnDNnDNnnDNnmn
)1(2
),()32(),()(),(),(
)),(),(()),()1()1((2
22
2



                 (6) 
 p reduction result of sp ( psp
iB 1
*

 ) 
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 ;Done  
 doTodo While  
The complexity of computing “ F  the signed polynomial with minimal signature in 
set Todo ” is nBi  || 1 . 
}{\ FTodoTodo   
 5)','( FTodoDone reduction ),( 1iBF   
1 iBG     
(1) The complexity of computing “
)(
)(
),(|)(
GHM
fHM
vFHTGHT  ” is nnDNn 2),(4  . 
The complexity of computing “ )(FHT ” is ),(2 nDNn  . 
The complexity of computing “ )(GHT ” is ),(2 nDNn  . 
The complexity of computing “ )(|)( FHTGHT ” is n . 
The complexity of computing “
)(
)(
GHM
fHM
v  ” is n . 
(2) The complexity of computing “ )()( GvSFS  ” is n2   
The complexity of computing “ )( GvS  ” is n   
The complexity of computing “ )()( GvSFS  ” is n   
(3) The complexity of computing “ Gv   is not divisible by 1iB ” is 
nBnnDNn i   ||)1),(2( 1 . 
(4) The complexity of computing “ Gv   is not rewritable by 1iB ” is ||)1( 1 iBnn . 
||6||),(4||)22),(2(
|}|)1(||)1),(2(22),(4{
11
2
1
111




iii
iii
BnBnDNnBnnDNn
BBnnnBnnDNnnnnDNn
 
I f  such G  does not exist  
returnthen  )},({ F  
),(),()),(),((),( 22 nDNnDNnmnDNnDNnnDNmn
GF-v

 :}){,(  returnelse 
   
The complexity of computing Gv   is ),( nDNmn . 
The complexity of computing GvF   is  
 ),(),()),(),(( 22 nDNnDNnmnDNnDNn  . 
i fEnd  
'DoneDoneDone   
'TodoTodoTodo   
 whileEnd  
 Done return  
The complexity of F5-reduction algorithm is 
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23
1
2
1
2
22
11
2
11
),()1(),()(
||)),(7),(4(||)),()22(),(2(
),()},(),()),(),((
),(||6||),(4||)22),(2(|{|
nDNmmnnDNnmn
BnDNnnDNnBnDNnnDNn
nDNnDNnDNnmnDNnDNn
nDNmnBnBnDNnBnnDNnnB
ii
iiii






     (7) 
 thenIf 0)( Ppoly  
The complexity of computing “ }|],{[ 1 iii BQQPCPCP  ” is  
||)3),(4( 1 iBnnDNn .                                                       (8) 
i fEnd  
 }{1 PBB ii   
- i fEnd  
The complexity of i -th loop is  
       
mnnnDNmnnDNnmmnnDNnmn
BnnDNnnDNnBnDNnnDNn
BnnDNnnDNmmn
nDNnmnBnDNnnDNnBnDNn
nDNnmnnDNmn
nDNnmnnBnnDNn
T
ii
i
ii
i
i
)1(24),()32(),()12(),()(
||)47),(15),(4(||)),()22(),(2(
||)3),(4(),()1(
),()(||)),(7),(4(||)),()22(
),(2()1(2),()32(
),()(4||)44),(4(
8765
23
1
22
1
2
1
2
3
1
22
1
2
2
1











 
- whileEnd  
- }|)({ iBQQpoly return  





W
i
i
W
i
i TnnDNn
mm
TT
11
)3),(4(
2
)1(
)4(  
End 
 
Now let’s compute || iG  and W . 














11||||1||||
1||||
2
)1(
||
||
111
1
0
0
imCPBCPCP
imBB
mm
CP
mB
iiii
ii
 
Wi
mm
im
ii
CPi 



 1,
2
)1(
)1(
2
)1(
||  
The number of while-loop is ||)),(( ),( mnDNCPmnDNW  . 
For i  such as ||)),((1 ),( mnDNBmnDNi   we will go through in two cases as following. 
Case1: mnDNi  ),(1 , 1|| 1  imBi   
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innDNnmmnnDNmn
inDNnnDNn
mnnnDNmnnDNnmmnnDNnmn
BnnDNnnDNnBnDNnnDNnT iii
)47),()41144(),(4(
)),()22(),(2(
)1(24),()32(),()12(),()(
||)47),(15),(4(||)),()22(),(2(
2
22
23
1
22
1
2



 
 
4369),()53112112(
),()122(),()(
22
223


nmmnnDNmnmmnnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmn
 
)2
2
1
4
2
11
(
),()2
2
1
3
4
6
5
3
2
3
2
(
),()
3
16
3
4
3
2
3
3
10
(
),()
6
35
(),()
3
2
3
8
(),(
3
2
)),(()4369
),()53112112(
),()122(),()((
)47),()41144(
),(4()),()22(),(2(
22
233
2223
3245
22
223
),(
1
2
),(
1
22
),(
1
mmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmmnm
nDNnmnmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmnnDN
n
mnDNnmmn
nDNmnmmnnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmn
innDNnmmn
nDNmninDNnnDNn
T
mnDN
i
mnDN
i
mnDN
i
i


















                 (9) 
Case2: WimnDN  1),(  
nnDNnnDNnnBnnDNnT
nDNB
ii
i
4),()44(),(44||)44),(4(
),(||
2
1
1




 
mnnDNnmmn
nDNnmnnDNnnDNn
nnDNnnDNn
mm
mnDNm
mnDNmnDN
TCPT imnDN
W
mnDNi
i
4),()644(
),()644(),()24(),(2
)4),()44(),(4(
]
2
)1(
)),()(1(
2
)1),()(),((
[
||
234
2
),(
1),(








 


            (10) 
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)2
2
7
4
2
11
(
),()2
2
11
3
8
6
17
3
2
3
2
(
),()
3
2
3
16
2
3
14
3
3
10
(
),()2
6
11
(),()
3
2
3
14
(),(
3
2
)10()9()3),(4(
2
)1(
22
233
2223
3245
mmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmmnm
nDNnmmnmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmnnDN
n
nnDNn
mm
T







 
So the complexity of F5B algorithm is  
)2
2
7
4
2
11
(
),()2
2
11
3
8
6
17
3
2
3
2
(
),()
3
2
3
16
2
3
14
3
3
10
(
),()2
6
11
(),()
3
2
3
14
(),(
3
2
22
233
2223
3245
mmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmmnm
nDNnmmnmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmnnDN
n
T




 
This completes the proof.  □ 
 
3.3 Complexity of new algorithm 
 
Proposition 3. The complexity of S- polynomial reduction algorithm is 
mmnmnDNnmmmnnm
nDNnmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmn
224),()22107(
),()1553(
),()31
2
15
(),()4(
2222
222
324



 
Proof: 
▲ S-polynomial reduction algorithm 
Input :a signed polynomial ][XKsp ,a set of signed polynomials },,{ 1 mFFB   
Output : a signed polynomial 0sp  such that 0
*
spsp
B
  
Begin: 
- );(: sppolyh   
- ),1)((: miFpolyf ii   
- ),,(: 1 mffG   
 :if an element of G  
 The complexity of computing “ )(:1 ii fHMt  ” is ),(2 nDNn   
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 The complexity of computing is “ :2it max( )}({\)( ii fHTfT )” is ),(2 nDNn  . 
 1:k  
- The complexity of computing “ doWhile 0k ” is 1. 
 The complexity of computing “ :k reduction sequence algorithm ),( Gh ” is 
),(2||)3),(2( 1 nDNnBnnDNn i   . 
 The complexity of computing “ thenif 0k ” is 1. 
spreturn . 
The complexity of computing “
)(
)(
:
kfHM
hHM
u  ” is n . 
The complexity of computing “ kFuspsp : ” is  
),(),()),(),((),( 22 nDNnDNnmnDNnDNnnDNmn  . 
)(: sppolyh    
while End  
So the complexity of while-loop is 
),(]2),()12(),()(||)3),(2[( 21 nDNnnDNnmmnnDNnmnBnnDNn i   . 
- sp Return  
So the complexity of S-polynomial reduction algorithm is 
),()2(),()12(
),()(||)),(7),(2(
2
3
1
2
nDNnnDNnmmn
nDNnmnBnDNnnDNn i

 
                          (11) 
▲ Reduction sequence algorithm ),( Gh  
Input: polynomial },,{],[ 1 mffGXKh   
Output: index k  of kf which is chosen to reduce h  rapidly 
Begin: 
- ,01temp  The complexity of computing “ )(2 hHTtemp  ” is ),(2 nDNn  . 
- ||1 Gtoi  For  
 The complexity of computing “ thenIf )(|)( hHTfHT i ” is nnDNn  ),(2 . 
)(
)(
:
ifHT
hHT
u   
The complexity of computing  
“ thenIf 22 temptu i  ” is n2 . 
22 itutemp   
itemp 1  
i f End  
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i f End  
for End  
The complexity of for-while is ||)3),(2( 1 iBnnDNn . 
- 1tempReturn   
End 
So the complexity of reduction sequence algorithm is ),(2||)3),(2( 1 nDNnBnnDNn i   . 
When S-polynomial reduction algorithm is used instead of F5-reduction algorithm of F5B algorithm, it’s 
complexity is as following. 
The complexity of i-th loop is 
       
nmnnDNmn
nDNnmmnnDNnmnBnnDNnnDNn
BnnDNnnDNn
nDNnmmnnDNnmnBnDNnnDNnmn
nDNmnnDNnmnnBnnDNn
T
i
i
i
i
i
62),()53(
),()132(),()(||)47),(15),(2(
||)3),(4(),()2(
),()12(),()(||)),(7),(2()1(2
),()32(),()(4||)44),(4(
81165
23
1
2
1
23
1
2
2
1










 





W
i
i
W
i
i TnnDNn
mm
TT
11
)3),(4(
2
)1(
)4(  














11||||1||||
1||||
2
)1(
||
||
111
1
0
0
imCPBCPCP
imBB
mm
CP
mB
iiii
ii
 
||)),((
1,
2
)1(
)1(
2
)1(
||
),( mnDN
i
CPmnDNW
Wi
mm
im
ii
CP






 
(1) mnDNi  ),(1  
1|| 1  imBi  
449),()31215(
),()14(),()()47),(15),(2(
62),()53(),()132(),()(
)1()47),(15),(2()47),(15),(2(
62),()53(),()132(
),()()1()47),(15),(2(
62),()53(),()132(
),()(||)47),(15),(2(
232
23
22
2
32
2
3
1
2







 
nmmnnDNmnmn
nDNnmmnnDNnmninnDNnnDNn
nmnnDNmnnDNnmmnnDNnmn
mnnDNnnDNninnDNnnDNn
nmnnDNmnnDNnmmn
nDNnmnimnnDNnnDNn
nmnnDNmnnDNnmmn
nDNnmnBnnDNnnDNnT ii
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
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




)449),()42115(
),()312144(
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)1),()(),((
2
1
)47),(15),(2(
)449),()31215(
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)47),(15),(2(
2222
222
324
2
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1
2
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1
mmnmnmnDNnmmmnnm
nDNnmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmn
mnDNmnDNnnDNnnDNn
nmmnnDNmnmn
nDNnmmnnDNnmnmnDN
innDNnnDNn
T
mnDN
i
mnDN
i
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   
mmnmnmnDNnmmmnnm
nDNnmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmn
mmnmnmnDNnmmmnnm
nDNnmnmnm
nDNnmmnnmnDNnmn
mmmnnmnDNnmmnnm
nDNnmnnmnDNnmnnDNn
2
2
5
2
2
11
),()24589(
),()53(
),()1
2
23
(),()2(
)449),()42115(
),()312144(
),(133),((
))22
2
7
2
7
(),()254136(
),()21113(),()
2
17
2(),((
2222
222
324
2222
222
324
222
2234








           (12) 
(2)   WimnDN  1,  
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So the complexity of S-polynomial reduction algorithm is 
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This completes the proof.  □ 
 
3.4 Complexity comparison and evaluation 
 
When we put the complexities of above algorithms together and compare, then that is following. 
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Table1. the complexity of S-polynomial reduction sub-algorithm 
 algorithm complexity 
1 
F5-reduction 
algorithm of F5B 
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2
2
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2 
new 
S-reduction 
algorithm 
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As you see in the table 1, the complexity of F5-reduction algorithm of F5B is about 21
2 ||),(  iBnDN  but 
the complexity of new S-reduction algorithm that we suggest is about  ||),( 1
2
 iBnDN ,so our algorithm 
is very efficient because the deg of || 1iB is lower as one deg. 
As you see in the table 2, the complexity of Buchberger algorithm and F5B is about 5),( nDNn   but the 
complexity of new algorithm that we suggest is about  4),( nDNmn , so our algorithm is very efficient 
because the deg of ),( nDN  is lower as one deg. 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.the complexity of algorithm for computing Gröbner basis 
 algorithm complexity 
1 
Buchberger 
algorithm 
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2 F5B algorithm 
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3 New algorithm 
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Attention: we know that ),( nDNm   for m and ),( nDN . 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
We proposed a pair-selection-method newly to reduce S-polynomial quickly in the algorithms for 
computing Grobner basis. 
 
5. FURTHER STUDY 
In the future, we think it is very necessary to research the method for constructing Grobner bases like as 
mathematical programming. So we are going to make a lot of study to express the F4 algorithm already 
presented in [2] like as mathematical programming and combine the main idea of F5 with this in the 
future. 
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